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Sunshine and Showers
Our lives are never simple,
Always sad or always bright.
We each have times of grief and pain,
And times when all goes right.
Each life will have its share of joy,
With never a hint of gloom,
When every face is wreathed in smiles,
And laughter fills the room.
But each of us must know the days
When nothing lifts our mood,
When all the world seems desolate,
And nothing’s any good.
Let’s try to see the pattern
In these varied days of ours,
To find a way of living
With the sunshine and the showers.
For nothing can be perfect
In this topsy-turvy life,
First blessings fall like raindrops,
Then we feel the pain of strife.
God doesn’t promise lives of ease,
Or sunshine every day,
The promise is that heaven awaits,
And Jesus shows the way.
Revd Barbara Pearson

A prayer as churches start to re-open their buildings
Eternal God,
we ask your blessing on our church buildings
and on all who long to worship in them.
Grant wisdom to those who make decisions,
grant safety to those who pray within their walls,
grant peace to those who are not ready for this move,
grant patience to those whose workload will increase,
and grant joy to those who have looked forward to this day.
And so may our worship be pleasing to you. Amen.
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Come and Worship at St Mildred’s
Website: www.stmildredschurch.org.uk

August and September Sundays
Service every Sunday at 10am
Consisting of readings, prayers, short talk,
prayer focus and background music
Please contact Graeme Monk if you would like to attend:
graememonk@fire-star.co.uk

Midweek Private Prayer
Consisting of prayer focus, candles, icon,
wooden cross and background music
by personal request to Graeme
You will be asked to use disinfectant gel on arrival
and to wear a face covering
Please watch for further details
as the Lockdown is progressively eased
Enquiries about Baptisms, Weddings, Funerals,
Home Communions, Visits and the Burial of Ashes
in our Rose Garden, please contact the Parish Office
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Pastoral Letter

August and September 2020

Revd Roger Hagon shares his thoughts...
Dear Friends
Two simple questions have the potential to unlock
extraordinary insights into our everyday experience.
Deriving from the ‘Examen’, a form of prayer
devised in the Sixteenth Century by St Ignatius of Loyola, the
questions have been given modern expression by Dennis,
Sheila and Matthew Linn in their book ‘Sleeping with Bread’.
For what moment or moments today am I most grateful?
For what moment or moments today am I least grateful?
Personally, I find that time spent on these deceptively brief
questions often helps me become more aware of God’s
presence in my daily life. Things I find myself most grateful for
might include the beauty of a tree, an act of kindness, surprise
good news, and something or someone who brought out the
best in me. Things I find myself least grateful for might include
something or someone who brought out the worst in me,
surprise bad news, an act of unkindness, and the ugliness of
spoilt nature. The Linn family give us other ways to ask the
same questions:When did I give and receive the most love today?
When did I give and receive the least love today?
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When was I happiest today?
When was I saddest today?
This kind of reflection can then be
expressed as a prayer. For what I am
most grateful, I sit quietly, in gratitude,
saying, ‘Thank you’ to God. For what I
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am least grateful, I sit quietly, in need, saying, ‘Please forgive
and heal’. St Ignatius suggests that this kind of prayer can also
be helpful for particular situations or events or even relationships.
Here are a few examples:On our day out as a family, what am I most grateful for/least
grateful for?

In my relationship with my spouse, child, parent, work
colleague, what brings out the best/worst in me?
When I went to that service or meeting, what was the high
point/low point for me?

We could try using this with reference to our experience of
Lockdown:What aspects of lockdown over the last three months am I
most grateful for?
What aspects of lockdown over the last three months am I
least grateful for?
Let’s see how these prayer reflections might lead us to deep,
honest, and heart-felt expressions of thanksgiving, penitence
and experiences of God’s healing.
Roger

Choir Notes
The Choir’s virtual ‘visit’ to Guildford Cathedral, singing for their
online service on 26 July, marked the end of a very strange and
ultimately frustrating year. There was a very good piece in
Southwark Diocese’s newspaper ‘The Bridge’ detailing our
Guildford project, which you can find here:
https://southwark.anglican.org/downloads/The%20Bridge/2020/
bridgejuly20.pdf
But, in spite of everything, it has been a year to be proud of
with highlights including the launch of our debut CD, ‘Sing Choirs
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of Angels’, a great carol service and a wonderful concert in
October. How long ago that all seems now!
I am really pleased that the choir Zoom meetings - both
junior and adult - have remained popular and well attended, and
these will continue through the summer so we will all remain in
touch and ready for the first opportunity to resume.
At the time of writing, there is little immediate prospect of a
return to collective singing, but we hope the small steps being
made will lead us back to normality. In the meantime, watch out
for further virtual choir offerings!
On a personal note, I have started my own YouTube channel,
where I will be publishing varied recordings, including organ and
piano music and other videos as I make them. You can search
for me by name - please take a look!
On behalf of the choir, a big thanks again to all at St Mildred’s
for the wonderful support we receive. We really hope to be back
in the autumn.
Richard Mander, Director of Music

The Role of the Church Warden
in an Era of Covid-19
The position of Church Warden has been around since the 14th
century, and the roles and responsibilities enshrined in Canon
law. Although none of these were written with Covid-19 in mind,
the objectives of the role remain applicable today, namely:
 Ensuring the safety of the Congregation and keeping good
order at the services
 Exercising, with others, leadership in prayer and worship
 Reflecting the love of Jesus, through encouraging others
within the Body of Christ; offering prayers and assistance to
the community; and keeping God’s property in top condition
as a witness to the wider community
 To work collaboratively with the incumbent, and respect their
confidence
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This is really summed up well in our Mission Statement:
“Serving the Community in the Love of Christ”.

How does this apply today?
Whenever I think of the role of Church Warden at St Mildred’s, I
am reminded of the famous quote by Helen Keller, “Alone we
can do so little, together we can do so much”. Never has this
been more true than at St Mildred’s during the Covid-19 lockdown.
Paramount has been ensuring the health and safety of the
congregation. As we headed towards government imposed
lockdown on 23 March, the instructions from the Diocese were
updated with (ever increasing) frequency both via their website
and almost weekly bulletins (last week we received bulletin
number 17 from the Coronavirus Task Group!)
Throughout the first three weeks of March we progressively
stopped: serving coffee; exchanging the Peace; serving Holy
Communion; and began hand sanitising as we endeavoured to
retain some semblance of normality. Finally, on 22 March the
inevitable happened, with the Archbishops of Canterbury and
York calling for all churches to be closed, and even the clergy
banned from visiting their own churches. When we began 2020,
none of us could have ever imagined that even the clergy would
have been banned from attending their own churches by the
end of March!
Similarly, the health and safety of everyone remains
paramount as we take “baby-steps” towards the new normal. It
was with delight that we were able to re-open the church for
Morning Prayer on 12 July. Clearly, with enforced social
distancing, face masks and the absence of the choir and
singing, we are a long way from “business as usual”.
Nonetheless, as Churchill said in 1942, “Now is not the end, it is
not even the beginning of the end, but it is perhaps the end of
the beginning”.
I particularly want to record my personal thanks to Richard
Morrall, and to Linda and Graeme Monk, for staying on top of
the latest instructions from the government and the diocese and
for introducing the policies and procedures to keep each of us
safe; we are all indebted to them.
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Although we can no longer regularly attend church, the
“Community of St Mildred’s” continues to go from strength to
strength and in many different ways. Amongst the highlights, in
which Church Wardens (along with many others) have
participated are:
 Regular “Zoom” socials, where we gather together to
bemoan the absence of hairdressers - I’m delighted that I’m
not the only one who looked like “Forrest Gump” after he
had run across America!
 St Mildred’s virtual choir and the pleasure it has given
to so many people. I am sure I am not the only one who
shed a tear on the recording of “Happy Birthday” as we
celebrated Marie’s 80th birthday.
 Home Groups. It’s been an absolute delight to meet with
our Home Group each week and discuss/debate readings
from the Lectionary, as we moved sequentially through Lent,
Easter, Pentecost and Weeks after Trinity. I personally
found these discussions nourishing and uplifting. Our
discussion on 1 Corinthians Ch 12 “Gifts of the Spirit” will
long remain in my memory. I remain optimistic that we will
say the Grace, in time and together, by the end of August.
 Hosting and raising funds for our Foodbank.

There are many to whom we owe a huge debt of gratitude for all
that they have done to support our community at this time. This
list can never be exhaustive, however I would like to call-out in
particular: Roger Hagon (daily prayers, wisdom, guidance and
positive attitude); Meg Simmons (e-mails and website); Richard
Mander (virtual choir); Karen Rooney and Parish Post Team
(online magazine); Matt Webb and David Nicholls (technical
expertise); Jane Ward, Jeff and Elizabeth Fleischer, and many,
many others (shopping); as well as all those who have “stayed in
touch” via phone calls and e-mails.
I’m really proud to be part of a church that continues to
“Serve the Community in the Love of Christ (in the face of
Covid-19)”.
Steven M Chapman, Church Warden
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The Bishop of Woolwich writes...
As a nation, we have not seen anything like COVID-19
since the last Great War. The thought of having a
worldwide situation so deadly is unthinkable.
DISCIPLES’ LOCKDOWN
On Good Friday, the Disciples went into ‘lockdown’
because they were afraid of the Jewish leaders. On Easter
Sunday, their fear was heightened by news that Christ’s body
was not in the tomb. Then, Christ appeared to them and said
“Shalom – Peace”. So, they went from fear to faith. Christ was
risen from the dead and was amongst them. He appeared a
week later and said to Thomas, “Because you have seen me,
you have believed; blessed are those who have not seen and
yet believed.”

MY LOCKDOWN
Recently, I have been in personal ‘lockdown’ for health reasons,
away from frontline ministry. Every time I took a ‘me time’, to pray,
reflect or meditate on the scriptures, I was in personal ‘lockdown’.
This has contributed to my personal spiritual growth. I have learnt
to listen to God, pray for others, read, reflect and meditate on
the word of God more deeply. I have learnt some deep lessons
of faith in my fellowship with God. Apostle Paul, in the time of
his ‘complete lockdown’ during house arrest said, “even if I am
bound... the gospel is not bound”, indicating that there are no
limits to what God can do. The Living Word of God is powerful
and able to save anyone who turns to him in God’s own way.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Jesus’ incarnation, Gospel, death and resurrection is unprecedented
in the history of human experience. Never before or after has
humanity seen anything like it. The disciples emerged from their
lockdown to faith and spiritual strength by the grace of God, having
met with Christ after his resurrection. My lockdown also provided
me a fresh opportunity to meet with my Lord and deepen my
relationship. Unsure of what the trajectory of COVID-19 would
bring, I have chosen to trust in God and pray to the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, in the power of the Holy Spirit.
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PRAYER
Lord Jesus Christ,
I confess my selfishness and self-centredness,
have mercy on me and forgive me.
Restore in me daily the lessons of my lockdown,
obedience of your Word and love for neighbour as self.
Help me to imitate the life of Jesus and follow him more nearly,
day by day.
By your Holy Spirit, make me a channel of your love and peace,
living in the strength of the resurrection power of Jesus Christ.
Amen.

Karowei Woolwich

Mothers’ Union
Here’s a little bit about what MU has been doing during
lockdown, apart from having ‘virtual’ meetings!
We have been continuing to support the local Women’s
Refuge, who put out some urgent requests for certain brands of
baby milk early in lockdown. We were also able to help with
new, and almost new, clothes, baby clothes and a Moses crib,
plus books and jigsaw puzzles to help pass the hours!
Sadly we have had news that donations are no longer
required for the Lily Trust, as the collection hub has been
closed – we know no details but, if anyone has items saved or
being knitted for the Lily Trust, perhaps these could be diverted
to me for the Women’s Refuge, or… if very tiny baby clothes…
I can save them to take to the Evelina neo-natal unit, once we
are allowed to continue our volunteering stints there.
Many thanks for everyone’s support and especially to
those who have continued to sew up knitted squares into
blankets, or to make the tiny baby garments required.
Penny Locke 020 8654 6205
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Photo Quiz
Walks with my Dog
© Karen Rooney

Taking inspiration from Margaret’s ‘Where am I?’ photo quiz last
month, here’s another one to test your knowledge of some of
the open spaces in and around Croydon where we walk our
dog. There are clues in the pictures if you look closely and
some places appear more than once!
1.

2.

© Karen Rooney

© Karen Rooney

© Karen Rooney

4.
© Karen Rooney

3.

© Karen Rooney

Karen Rooney
1. Ashburton Park 2. Lloyd Park 3. Heathfield
4. Ashburton Park 5. Farthing Downs
6. Ashburton Park 7. Addiscombe Rec Ground
8. Crystal Palace Park 9. Lloyd Park

Answers
© Karen Rooney

9.
© Karen Rooney

7.

8.

© Karen Rooney

© Karen Rooney

6.

5.
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The Church is now open for Sunday Services at 10am
and for midweek private prayer
but the Centre will remain closed until further notice
If you, or anyone you know, needs help of any kind
or can offer help of any kind, please contact us
Tel: 020 8655 1434
Email: parishoffice@stmildredschurch.org.uk
Website: www.stmildredschurch.org.uk

Reflections
As I write, my eyes are drawn to a photo on my desk which is of the
Pilgrim Staves marking the old causeway crossing to the island
of Lindisfarne. It is evening, with heavy clouds in the sky, through
which the rays of the sun pour through onto the water. The mystery
of the clouds leads me to think of the mystery of the Trinity - Father,
Son, Holy Spirit - which we celebrated in June. Our human minds
struggle to comprehend this combination Being. In her sermon,
Rev Ruth Chapman offered the image of a Dance, to describe the
Trinity - three persons moving in harmony, being one substance.
The best image I've heard for Father-Son-Holy Spirit!
What an energetic, joyful dance there must have been on
that day when Jesus returned to the Father! Three in One and
One in Three, Blessed Trinity!

A reflection on verses
from Psalm 139
‘O Lord, you search me and you know me.’
God watches over each one of us, from the very moment our
‘being’ begins at conception, until the very moment that we draw
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our last breath. He maintains his watchful companionship even
at this moment, as he walks with us into the new way of living, in
his eternal kingdom, as Jesus promised. Our Unseen Creator is
so close to us that he knows us even better than we know ourselves.
There is no place where we are hidden from our loving God.
There are times when we might wish to hide our thoughts, our
actions from God. We may feel ashamed, guilt ridden, envious,
inadequate, angry or really low – but God knows all our moods, all
our feelings, he sees all our actions, hears all our words and thoughts.
‘You are familiar with all my ways. Before a word is on my
tongue you know it completely, O Lord.’
God’s invitation is to come to him just as we are. No need to
dress up, to put on a brave face, to explain ourselves. No need
to use lots of words or express complicated thoughts. God’s
Holy Spirit, unseen as the wind, is present and near, warming
and strengthening, speaking soul to soul, wordlessly and lovingly.
‘If I go up to the heavens, you are there; if I make my bed in the
depths, you are there. If I rise on the wings of the dawn, if I
settle on the far side of the sea, even there your hand will guide
me, your right hand will hold me fast.’
There may come times when God’s call to action is not in agreement
with the plan we might have. Try as we may, we cannot ignore his
call for ever. Running away is not the answer, for there is no hiding
place from the One who watches over our lives with such tender
care. And if we are honest with ourselves, we know that God has a
plan, and that he can see how it will unfold. Even though we cannot
see the way ahead or how things will work out, our Unseen Creator
has it all in hand. He calls us to trust, to listen and to follow.
‘Even the darkness will not be dark to you; the night will shine
like the day, for darkness is as light to you.’
Have you looked out into the darkness of night time? Have you
ever wished that the darkness would envelope you, carry you
away from all that disturbs or worries you? All that seems to be
overwhelming and insoluble?
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Even in the darkness God sees all. His Light shines even
brighter in the dark places, whether it is dark within the self or
darkness in the outside world.
Whether I wake or sleep, God the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit is over, under and all around me. Unseen, yet powerful
protection against all that might harm.

O Lord, I thank you for your ever-nearness, your care, your love,
your protection of my being. Your goodness surrounds and
fills me, wherever I go. Bless me, Lord, from the crown
of my head, to the souls of my feet. Amen.

Seeking to live more Simply
Jesus said, ‘Follow me.’
His simple invitation to the first disciples involved
no letter in a neatly sealed envelope, no email
invite, just two words. So they did – they followed
him. No checking appointment diaries, calling home, sorting
family or work commitments. They simply followed Jesus – and
how their lives changed!
We hear Jesus’ call, ‘Follow me’. We put our trust in him, we
declare our faith in private prayer, and in prayer with our churches
and communities, but how much are we prepared to lay aside, in
order to fully accept his invitation?
How much of the busy-ness, the commitments, the stuff that
fills our lives are we willing to part with? How much will we lay
aside in order to fully accept all that it means to follow, live
simply, to trust in the generosity of God to provide enough of that
which we need? It’s a tough call to live like this within 21st
century society.
During Lockdown, many of us have been living and working
in a different way - working less - or maybe not working at all.
Social engagements, groups we met with previously, activities of
all sorts have gone on hold. Even the way we shop for groceries
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has changed vastly! Many have adopted the advice to do a
once weekly, big shop – a way to cut down the amount of social
contact. All this has made for a simpler way of living – in some
ways. We have more time to spend outdoors – there’s been a
great surge in gardening, and how lovely to see the garden
centres re-open, albeit we have to queue and observe the social
distancing measures to keep everyone safe. But, for many, the
pace of life is slower just now. There is time to engage with
others in the queue.
When I leave the house nowadays, I find that I no longer
take a shoulder bag full of stuff. The contents of my bag is now
hand sanitizer, face covering, debit card, house-keys. A simpler
way of travelling… I wonder whether I will be able to maintain
this as Lockdown continues to ease…
Thinking of Jesus sending out the twelve as recorded in
Matt 10... Jesus instructs the disciples to take no extra money,
no bag, no extra clothing or spare footwear. They are to go
among people with the knowledge of God’s love and healing that
they have learnt. Ready and willing to share all that - freely they
have received, and freely they are to give.
We live in very different times, with very different expectations,
yet what does this say to us as we ponder Jesus’ words?
Can we identify what is ‘enough’ from our places of too much?
Are we so accustomed to the clutter in our lives that we have
grown to believe that it is essential to our survival? What does it
look like to seek to live more simply? What might we do as we
seek a more simple way of living?
Lord, help me to sift out the stuff in my life which overloads my
mind and being with sounds and sights which are not of you.
Show me the way to simply accept your invitation to follow you,
trusting in your abundant provision for all my needs.
Jane Hoskins
SPA All Saints Warlingham
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Crossword
Have a go at Pat Howard’s new crossword - answers in
next month’s magazine!

Cryptic Clues
Across

Down

2. & 16 D. Ace flyer with Cruise (3, 3) 1. See 7 down
4. Short meal eater
2. See 3 down
5. Pa leaves hairy fruit for once and for all 3. & 2 D. Where to put the
partridge (4, 4)
7. Break down in life without dignity
6. Doc Coley turns to fish
11. Special trick when wise men
7. & 1 D. Film short meeting
catch cold
(5,9)
12. 4 across changes seat
8. Mega turn for wild ones
13. What Oliver wanted
9. Opposing view presented
in court
14. Step on the ladder
10. What French Oliver wanted
17. Open door policy of where you
15. Run around to hold tea
were born
or ashes
18. Character of fauna and flora
16. See 2 across
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Quick Clues
Across
2. Come first, not bottom
4. American cafe
5. Every one
7. Decompose
11. Learned at Hogwarts
12. Chews and swallows
13. Extra
14. Used the bell
17. Place for farm animals
18. Mother Earth’s creations

Down
1. To meet or come across
2. Large plant with a trunk
3. Conference or dessert fruit
6. A fish to have with chips
7. Short
8. Entertaining pastime
9. Cross words
10. Extra performance
15. Tall round vase
16. Firearm

Here are the answers to July’s crossword:
Across
2. Arc
4. Steel
5. Axis
7. Adam’s Apple
11. Ennui
12. Leek
13. Rite
14. Seal
17. Love
18. Zealot

Down
1. Remasters
2. Alms
3. Camp
6. Ill (ill)
7. Ample
8. Abel
9. Panorama
10. Exists
15. Eve
16. Liz

Parish Post
The next edition of our church magazine will be the October
issue and the deadline for articles is Tuesday 8 September.
We are currently only able to produce a digital copy of the
magazine but we are aware that not everyone is online. If you
know of anyone who usually receives a paper copy and is
unable to access the digital version, please let us know via the
Parish Office.
Karen Rooney
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Cryptic Quiz
Grab your tube map and have a go at this quiz! All the
answers are a London underground station and there are
no duplicate answers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Do rabbits live in this thoroughfare?
You won’t find acrobats at this university
Sounds like the bard was born here
Mad dogs stop here
Big gun road
A Peruvian bear
Nobleman captured
Limit of 1760 yards
Red rose entrance
Mix the D and L of mustard pickle and put it in a big top
Trumpeting New York thoroughfare
The second longest reign
A television school
Alpine dwelling
Is there a guy in a tux sipping martini in this thoroughfare?
Is it falling down?
Heavenly messenger
A new car, perhaps
Beeping at Rebecca
Maidstone, Sevenoaks, Tunbridge Wells?
Siblings make up a netball team
Madame Cholet resided here
A doll is able to
Sung by Gerry Rafferty
A tool used by this craftsperson
Metamorphic rock forms a curved structure
Are these mendicants charred?
The noise of leaves moving has shape
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29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
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Fuming, but at least my head’s covered
A bank’s logo propelled with oars
The outside of a tree is not outside!
H2O from Ottawa
AM heavyweight with a new moon
Almost a hole dug by a small animal
Captures the stream
Where calcium carbonate is cultivated
Where flock-watchers trade their muffs
Bad news for Napoleon
A male rabbit meets a coffin vehicle at the cash register
Down this path you’ll find sports shoes but no tea!
Patellas’ lair
Precious metal for bird of prey in the street
Cockney hair at the top
Has this tree succumbed to the heat?
Road for a vital organ and a natatorium
Could this be a seamstress?
Open space in Rotterdam
Prepare a gun ready for some beer
Coil imp around
To greet a fence opening
Worship in part of your head
Mercury May Taylor Deacon’s technique
A disciple’s forest
Custodial keeper of funds
Conceal 90 degrees of an open space
An ecologically friendly river crossing
Could be danger after the nunnery lost its bearing
A snake like fish in joint possession
Compiled by Sue Knowles

Answers in October’s magazine
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From A FEW CRUSTED CHARACTERS
by Thomas Hardy

Absent-mindedness in a Parish Church
It happened on Sunday after Christmas - the last Sunday they
played in Longpuddle church gallery, as it turned out, though
they didn't know it then. As you may know, sir, the players
formed a very good band - almost as good as the Mellstock
parish players that were led by the Dewys, and that's saying a
great deal. There was Nicholas Puddingcome, the leader, with
the first fiddle; there was Timothy Thomas, the bass-viol man;
John Biles, the tenor fiddler; Dan'l Hornhead, with the serpent;
Robert Dowdle, with the clarionet; and Mr Nicks, with the oboe all sound and powerful musicians, and strong-winded men - they
that blowed. For that reason they were very much in demand
Christmas week for little reels and dancing parties; for they
could turn a jig or a hornpipe out of hand as well as ever they
could turn out a psalm, and perhaps better, not to speak
irreverent. In short, one half-hour they could be playing a
Christmas carol in the squire's hall to the ladies and gentlemen,
and drinking tea and coffee with 'em as modest as saints; and
the next, at the Tinker's Arms, blazing away like wild horses with
the 'Dashing White Sergeant' to nine couples of dancers or
more, and swallowing rum-and-cider hot as flame.
Well, this Christmas they'd been out to one rattling randy
after another every night, and had got next to no sleep at all.
Then came the Sunday after Christmas, their fatal day. 'Twas so
mortal cold that year that they could hardly sit in the gallery; for
though the congregation down in the body of the church had a
stove to keep off the frost, the players in the gallery had nothing
at all. So Nicholas said at morning service, when 'twas freezing
an inch an hour, "Please the Lord I won't stand this numbing
weather no longer; this afternoon we'll have something in our
insides to make us warm, if it costs a king's ransom."
So he brought a gallon of hot brandy and beer, ready mixed,
to church with him in the afternoon, and by keeping the jar well
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wrapped up in Timothy Thomas's bass-viol bag it kept drinkably
warm till they wanted it, which was just a thimbleful in the
Absolution, and another after the Creed, and the remainder at
the beginning o' the sermon. When they'd had the last pull they
felt quite comfortable and warm, and as the sermon went on most unfortunately for 'em it was a long one that afternoon - they
fell asleep, every man jack of 'em; and there they slept on as
sound as rocks.
'Twas a very dark afternoon, and by the end of the sermon
all you could see on the inside of the church were the parson's
two candles alongside of him in the pulpit, and his spaking face
behind 'em. The sermon being ended at last, the pa'son gie'd
out the Evening Hymn. But no quire set about sounding up the
tune, and the people began to turn their heads to learn the
reason why, and then Levi Limpet, a boy who sat in the gallery,
nudged Timothy and Nicholas, and said, "Begin! Begin!"
"Hey? What?" says Nicholas, starting up; and the church
being so dark and his head so muddled he thought he was at
the party they had played at all the night before, and away he
went, bow and fiddle, at 'The Devil among the Tailors', the
favourite jig of our neighbourhood at the time. The rest of the
band, being in the same state of mind and nothing doubting,
followed their leader with all their strength, according to custom.
They poured out that there tune till the lower bass notes of 'The
Devil Among the Tailors' made the cobwebs in the roof shiver
like ghosts; then Nicholas, seeing nobody moved, shouted out
as he scraped (in his usual commanding way at dances when
the folk didn't know the figures), "Top couples cross hands! And
when I make the fiddle squeak at the end, every man kiss his
pardner under the mistletoe!"
The boy Levi was so frightened that he bolted down the
gallery stairs and out homeward like lightning. The pa'son's hair
fairly stood on end when he heard the evil tune raging through
the church, and thinking the quire had gone crazy he held up his
hand and said: "Stop, stop, stop! Stop, stop! What's this?" But
they didn't hear'n for the noise of their own playing, and the
more he called the louder they played.
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Then the folks came out of their pews, wandering down to
the ground, and saying: "What do they mean by such wickedness!
We shall be consumed like Sodom and Gomorrah!"
And the squire, too, came out of his pew lined wi' green
baize, where lots of lords and ladies visiting at the house were
worshipping along with him, and went and stood in front of the
gallery, and shook his fist in the musicians' faces, saying: "What!
In this reverent edifice! What!"
And at last they heard him through their playing, and stopped.
"Never such an insulting, disgraceful thing - never!" says the
squire, who couldn't rule his passion.
"Never," said the pa'son, who had come down and stood
beside him.
"Not if the Angels of Heaven", says the squire (he was a
wickedish man, the squire was, though now for once he happened
to be on the Lord's side) - "not if the Angels of Heaven come
down", he says, "shall one of you villainous players ever sound a
note in this church again; for the insult to me, and my family, and
my visitors, and the parson, and God Almighty, that you've
a-perpetrated this afternoon!"
Then the unfortunate church band came to their senses,
and remembered where they were; and 'twas a sight to see
Nicholas Puddingcome and Timothy Thomas and John Biles
creep down the gallery stairs with their fiddles under their arms,
and poor Dan'l Hornhead with his serpent, and Robert Dowdle
with his clarionet, all looking as little as ninepins, and out they
went. The pa'son might have forgi'ed 'em when he learned the
truth o't, but the squire would not. That very week he sent for a
barrel-organ that would play two-and-twenty psalm tunes, so
exact and particular that, however sinful inclined you was, you
could play nothing but psalm-tunes whatsoever. He had a really
respectable man to turn the winch, as I said, and the old players
played no more.
Pub. in Thomas Hardy's "Wessex Folk" (subsequently
renamed "A Few Crusted Characters") in Harper's New
Monthly Magazine Vol. 81 (May 1891)
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Cryptic Quiz
Here are the answers to last month’s country quiz.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Were Olivia and John slippery?
A traditional Christmas feast
One in last name
A moon race could make this
Is the girl able to?
Another name for Katie?
Mixed up goon after a hundred
May get pains from this one
Feeling peckish?
Contained in diameter
My marathon performance was in the past
Leaping without the US soldier
You often have to do both at the bus stop
This one could sooth after the French
This hat can link oceans
Sounds like a green item of clothing
Do elephants holiday here?
Part of a fish was reeled in
A bird and continent come together
How do you see in a crowd?
A type of tree
Understanding and positively posh
Is this a little pig or an old coin?
Tell him he’s a bloke
Make sure you put that bloke’s skin bronzing
spray in his suitcase!
26. Make sure you take another look
regarding the people

GREECE
TURKEY
SURINAME
CAMEROON
CANADA
JORDAN
CONGO
SPAIN
HUNGARY
INDIA
IRAN
NEPAL
KUWAIT
LESOTHO
PANAMA
CAPE VERDE
IVORY COAST
FINLAND
CROATIA
UKRAINE
CYPRESS
KENYA
GUINEA
URAGUAY
PAKISTAN
CZECH REPUBLIC
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27. He’s always doing things so quickly!
28. Preserve in a plot of land
29. He made sure he got that woman by the first
month of the year!
30. The Scottish fella tells you ‘not a chance’!
31. Kangaroo crazy!
32. This vocalist is not that great
33. An outlaw in mourning for a mammal
34. I count up
35. Silver girl?
36. The little menace gets the point!
37. Relative to Wimbledon
38. You guys!
39. Ladies – your support is sickening!
40. Place a small cheetah on the first letter
41. The girl should use deodorant!
42. Take little Daniel to court
43. Too cold for this pepper!
44. Wrath of the earth
45. You were followed by a male goose
46. A place for ships, where you meet your girlfriend
47. A boy yearns for a loved one
48. Cups and saucers?
49. A place to buy neckwear
50. Before M and melting clocks
51. The origin of a Michael Bond character
52. Find valuable stolen goods in a Scottish river
53. Talking about conches!
54. Also arranged
55. Has his hearing aid been out in the sun?
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RUSSIA
JAMAICA
AZERBAIJAN
NORWAY
ROMANIA
SINGAPORE
WALES
ITALY
ARGENTINA
DENMARK
BULGARIA
YEMEN
BRAZIL
CUBA
BOLIVIA
SUDAN
CHILE
IRELAND
UGANDA
PORTUGAL
PHILIPPINES
CHINA
THAILAND
EL SALVADOR
PERU
DJIBOUTI
SEYCHELLES
LAOS
TANZANIA

